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Triple beam Balance

Description

Triple beam Balance 

The Triple Beam Balance is an instrument used to measure mass very precisely. The device has
reading error of +/- 0.05 gram. The triple beam balance can be used to measure mass directly from
the objects, find mass by difference for liquid, and measure out a substance. The difference in size of
the beams indicate the difference in weights and reading scale that each beam carry. The reading
scale can be enumerated that the middle beam reads in 100 gram increments, the front beam can
read from 0 to 10 grams, and the far beam can read in 10 gram increments. The name refers to the
three beams including the middle beam which is the largest size, the front beam which is the medium
size, and the far beam which is the smallest size. 
{ "@context": "https://schema.org/", "@type": "Product", "name": "Triple beam Balance", "image": "htt
p://www.schooleducationalinstrument.com/images/catalog/product/1GV9Jm2u7rmsCe65wKzPTw5jtS
38n2tVEGi.jpg", "description": "The Triple Beam Balance is an instrument used to measure mass
very precisely. The device has reading error of +/- 0.05 gram. The triple beam balance can be used
to measure mass directly from the objects, find mass by difference for liquid, and measure out a
substance. The difference in size of the beams indicate the difference in weights and reading scale
that each beam carry. The reading scale can be enumerated that the middle beam reads in 100 gram
increments, the front beam can read from 0 to 10 grams, and the far beam can read in 10 gram
increments. The name refers to the three beams including the middle beam which is the largest size,
the front beam which is the medium size, and the far beam which is the smallest size.", "brand":
"School Lab Instrument", "sku": "5", "gtin8": "5", "gtin13": "5", "gtin14": "5", "mpn": "5",
"aggregateRating": { "@type": "AggregateRating", "ratingValue": "5", "bestRating": "5", "worstRating":
"0", "ratingCount": "20" } } 
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